~ An Overview for February 2018 ~
Welcome to the "ACM Beacon" for February 2018...
The Beacon is a free and easy-to-use guide to give you an astrological overview for the month of
January with the key events and their impact and what you can expect.
The information given on The Beacon is a sampling of the in depth information you'll find on each
month's AstroCurrents Monthly (ACM).
You can learn more about ACM here: http://www.astrocurrents.com
Try ACM at 75% off the 1st month (making it just $5) by using this code: by ACM-75%

In Light ~

Elizabeth Jones

1: Overview: Key themes &
areas of focus for the month:

What you'll find on The ACM Beacon

February is sure to be an interesting
1. Overview: Key themes & areas of focus for the month
month. Some themes this month:
2. New Moon ~ Full Moon info
Embracing diversity; trying new
3. Info about my Message for the Month
approaches; accessing the higher
4. Spiritual focus for the month
mind for solutions, inspiration and
5. Links + a peek at next month + Announcements
fresh ideas; connecting with
6. List of key astrological events by date (see box)
friends/community more than usual.
Solutions and realizations can occur
in an instant and at anytime and in odd or unusual ways! Humanitarian concerns and the Global
community are a major focus.
•About the Olympics...I admit to being rather concerned about them being held in South Korea
but now, after taking a closer look at the astro-influences during that time, I'm actually really excited.
And yes it's possible that something truly awful could occur as the world environment is
unfortunately quite unstable to put it mildly. But that would be the lower expressions of the energy
present and well I'm focusing on what is possible and positive. •8th/9th/10th — Moon and Mars in
Sagittarius with Sun-Mercury-Venus in Aquarius. Since Sagittarius rules foreign countries and with
both the Moon and Mars there this aspect serves as an invitation to explore and embrace other
cultures and ways of life which is a great, and appropriate, astro-combo for opening the Olympics!
•Venus enters Pisces on the 10th and will there until 3/6. This is a very inspirational placement for
Venus and increases a sense of hope and faith. During this time it's somehow easier to express
unconditional love and genuine acceptance of others. Deep and meaningful healing can occur as
you're inclined to forgive and let go of past hurts and wounds. •Mercury enters mystical Pisces on
2/17 and be there until 3/5. This placement of Mercury can make focused, logical thinking a bit of a
challenge yet encourages using your intuition and to pay attention to your hunches. This is because
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the sign of Pisces tends to pull us into our imaginations and even other dimensions and can be
elusive and vague when it comes to our mental functions. As a result you may become unfocused,
confused and/or disoriented more often during this time...but it does enhance the creative process!
Outer activities and areas getting additional
focus: Groups, friends, neighbors and online
6: List of key astrological events & dates plus
communities plus humanitarian concerns are
where you'll find more info on ACM
emphasized. Your life vision and dreams.
.....................................
Expect the unexpected and unpredictable
:: February Events ::
while welcoming the quirky and unusual.
2/10: Venus enters Pisces until 3/6
Inner focus/qualities: Connecting with your
Increases compassion and unconditional love.
higher mind thus raising your frequency
allowing new realizations and insights to enter. Acceptance & tolerance. Avoid idealizing romantic
Paying attention to your intuition and hunches. relationships.
What qualities/aspects to focus on:
2/12 to 2/15: Mystical Balsamic Moon Phase
Opening to new perspectives resulting in a
Deeply mystical time of month. Watch for messages.
shift of priorities or direction. Envisioning and
May feel spacey or ungrounded
embracing your true potential. Welcoming
diversity.
2/15-16: New Moon/Solar Eclipse at 27˚07'
What to be careful of: Being too eccentric or
Aquarius at 1:06 pm PT
taking risks because you're bored or just
Brings emphasis to: Collaborations, your vision & what
impatient. Being detached from your feelings.
you hope for, the global family, friends & community.
Getting mentally over stimulated which can be Innovative solutions & insights appear.
related to too much time on electronic devices,
TV, etc. Being aloof.
2/17: Mars square Neptune
What to be grateful for: New insights. Seeing
Very tricky energy...time to check the ego as you deal
that you're being guided from within/above
with your life. Rather seek to understand rather than
fight. Resistance is futile during this time. May feel
even when you can't see/feel it at times.
Discovering new pathways for moving forward spacy, ungrounded or low energy.
towards your dreams.
2/17: Mercury enters Pisces until 3/5
What special opportunities to look for this
2/18: Sun enters Pisces until 3/20
month: Be on the lookout for synchronicities,
The shift of energies to mystical Pisces opens
coincidences and flashes of insights as all can
connections to the higher realms. May be time to
bring guidance, insights and messages.
surrender & let go. Until 3/5 mental fog & focus may be
Consider new options especially those you
difficult.
wouldn't ordinarily. Innovative solutions can
appear from nowhere! >More on all of the above >More on the impact of each of these events on
on February ACM.

February AstroCurrents Monthly (ACM)

. ..................................

2: Full Moon ~ New Moon Info
12th>15th~Balsamic Moon Phase occurs 3+ days before the New Moon and is the most mystical
time of month making it easier to perceive the gateways and portals between the worlds bringing
opportunities to see/sense "behind the veil." Your intuition is stronger than usual. Use this mystical
energy to tap into what is deeply meaningful to you. Watch for subtle messages.
15th~New Moon/Solar Eclipse in Aquarius @ 1:06 pm PT: Some issues/topics emphasized by this
NM: Collaborations, your vision and what you hope for, the global family, friends and community,
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innovative ideas, insights and solutions arrive bringing the potential for realizing greater truth and
thus gaining clarity. There's a sense of destiny or fate in play as the Sun and Moon aligns with the the
south node indicating that you may need to backtrack and take care of or complete something
before going forward.
....................................
3: Message for the Month: "The Numerology of 2018-Part 1"
As I mentioned when I announced the ACM format changes in November (and on the ACM site) I
intended to branch out into some other topics. This month on Track-2: Message for the Month I
delved into the world of numerology which is something I've never done on ACM. However
because the numerology of both 2017 and 2018 offer great insights into the current dynamics and
reflect what many are experiencing I thought I would share some thoughts about it.
....................................
4: Spiritual Focus for the Month (Also read about the Balsamic Moon above):
Key spiritual themes this month: Connecting to your higher mind which allows you to open
to/download new perspectives, ideas and truths. Discovering more about your dreams and vision for
this life. Developing your intuition. Also emphasized: Metaphysics; Astrology, ESP; the etheric body.
This month's visualization: "Meeting Your Soul Group" Being on a spiritual path can be lonely at
times. From time-to-time you may experience being misunderstood or that you're not really being
seen or heard for who you truly are. Yet on the inner planes you are connected to a group of souls
who travel near you, not only in this lifetime, but also others and whom you share a similar vibration
with and so feel accepted, supported and loved when in their presence. Here in this visualization,
which was inspired by a dream I had several years ago, you will encounter your own Soul Group.
Aquarius (the Solar Focus for the Month) is: “The Light that shines on Earth and which ever shines
within the dark and is cleansing with its healing rays that which must be purified until the dark has
gone.” (From Esoterist Malvin Atley)
Affirmation: I allow my uniqueness to shine and I share it in ways that will help others.
Quote: "Being true to yourself and your dreams is a very high form of spirituality." ~Unknown
....................................
5: A peek at March + Links ~ This is sure to be a very powerful month with two Full Moons
(same as January!) and both Jupiter and Mercury stationing retrograde (8th and 22nd). Plus five
planetary sign changes in one month (that's a lot!) Lots of dynamic shifts and changes ahead!
Some themes this month: Embracing your spiritual path through devotion and surrender; creating
links between your spiritual and everyday life; utilizing your imagination/creativity in a variety of
ways and situations and to embrace unconditional love and acceptance. >Much more in March ACM.
•Full Moon in Virgo on the 17th: Emphasizes walking your talk; health; habits; service and more.
•New Moon in Pisces on the 1st: This is a very mystical NE and emphasizes your spiritual practice
and path. It is a time to plant seeds of peace, fulfillment, love and gratitude on the etheric.
•Full Moon in Libra on the 31st: Emphasizes relationships and partnerships; joint ventures, bringing
greater balance to your life; beauty and more.

Useful links:
-Learn more about ACM here: http://www.astrocurrentsmonthly.com
-ACM login: http://astrocurrentsmonthly.com/login/
-Need help with anything? Email us at: support@astrocurrentsmonthly.com
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